REFEDS assurance vc 2017-12-18

REFEDS Assurance wg call
Monday 18 December 2017 at 15:30 CET/8:30 CST
CERN's Vidyo portal: https://www.nikhef.nl/grid/video/?m=rawg
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Notes

• Single-Factor authentication profile
  ▪ Michael off, postponed to next vc

• remaining open questions in REFEDS Assurance Framework
  ▪ https://docs.google.com/document/d/15v65wJvRwTSQKVlep_gGuEvxL3UJbaOX5o9eLsyBl/edit#
    ▪ drop authentication component from Cappuccino and Espresso? (discussion on mailing list 28/30 Nov)
      ▪ no, let's keep the current approach where Authentication component signals CSP's capacity for SFA/MFA
      ▪ to avoid confusing the reader, add to 2.3 “see section 5 for how to request certain authentication context for SAML”
  ▪ naming the ID proofing levels component
    ▪ the native speakers prefer low/medium/high to identified/assumed/verified. Let’s use them instead.

• Mikael to ask Niels (REFEDS OIDCre chair) for help for doing OIDC binding of RAF

• next call
  ▪ 8 Jan 2018 at 15:30 CET/8:30 CST